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trafficking organization in the Western Hemisphere, is an alliance of some.. Through online
videos, the Jalisco New Generation Cartel has tried to seek the group La Resistencia, and
formed a brief alliance with Los Zetas drug cartel.. To counter Los Zetas in the state. Jul
13, 2015 . CNN's Polo Sandoval explains the brutal, dangerous and bloody inner workings
of the drug cartels in Mexico.This incredibly graphic footage shows a vicious Mexican
drug cartel behead two. The video opens with the cartel giving the captives a chance to
say their final . The alleged drug dealers were arrested in Maryland, California and
Minnesota, and brings to around 750 the total number of Sinaloa Cartel members arrested
in the US in the last two years, when "Operation XCellerator" was created to deal with
them. Operation Xcellerator. More »
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